Legal notices

Owner

This Internet platform is owned by:

INFOMANIAK NETWORK SA
Avenue de la Praille 26
1227 Carouge(GE)

This company is registered in the commercial register under the number CHE-103.167.648. Its aim is to provide all Internet services.

Contents

The act of looking at and reading this Internet platform does not create any contractual bond between the user and the provider for hiring a service from the company INFOMANIAK NETWORK SA.

The information displayed on the pages of this Internet platform are carefully designed by INFOMANIAK NETWORK SA. Their accuracy, completeness and current validity is, however, not guaranteed.

INFOMANIAK NETWORK SA therefore assumes no responsibility for the content presented on this site.

Links

INFOMANIAK NETWORK SA is not responsible for the references and links to other sites or Internet platforms. Access to these sites and use thereof is undertaken at the users' own risk. INFOMANIAK NETWORK SA expressly declares that it has no influence over the form, content or offers of the websites it links to. The information and services offered by these sites or platforms are solely the responsibility of their authors.

General conditions

The services provided by INFOMANIAK NETWORK SA will be charged for. It is possible to subscribe to them through the subscription forms offered on the pages of this site. These services are subject to the contractual conditions applicable for each service to which the user wishes to subscribe. These texts can be consulted at the following address:
https://www.infomaniak.com/en/company/legal-docume...

Data protection
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Art. 13 of the Federal Constitution and the legal provisions of the Swiss Confederation on data protection provide that every person has the right to protection of their private sphere as well as to protection against the abusive use of data which concerns them. INFOMANIAK NETWORK SA strictly adheres to these provisions. The personal data of unregistered users is handled entirely confidentially and is not sold or transmitted to third parties.

We make every effort to fully protect our databanks from external intrusions, losses, misuse and fraud.

When accessing our website, the following data is recorded: IP address, date, time, browsing software numbering, as well as information which is generally transmitted on the operating system and respectively on the browsing software.

This data allows INFOMANIAK NETWORK SA to proceed to anonymised statistical assessments in order to recognise trends and help to improve the offer.

These rules are not, however, valid for contact to be established voluntarily, ending a contract with INFOMANIAK NETWORK SA or registering on this platform. In these cases, only the relevant contractual conditions are applicable: https://www.infomaniak.com/en/company/legal-docume...

Copyright

Copyright owner: INFOMANIAK NETWORK SA.
The information this Internet platform contains is made available to users. Downloading or copying texts, illustrations, photographs or other data does not involve any transfer of rights on the contents.

The copyright and any other rights linked to the texts, illustrations, photographs and other data placed on this Internet platform are the exclusive property of INFOMANIAK NETWORK SA or that of the expressly specified holders. Any reproduction requires the prior written consent of the copyright holder.

Amendment dated 19/02/2018